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Names in group:   
 

Total:  

Content: 30 points 
Poor Satisfactory Excellent 

Introduction:   Background 
information & context 

Very confusing; unable to 
provide background or describe 
the purpose of the research 

Reasonably clear, may include 
too much or too little detail 

Clear flow of ideas in your own 
words; well organized; sticks to 
key background points essential 
for development of the goals 

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 2 3 - 4 5 

Introduction: Statement of 
Goals & hypotheses 

Experiment goals unclear; do 
not match experimental design 
in materials and methods; no 
hypothesis or predictions 
provided 

Experiment goals lack some 
basic information so reader is 
unclear of exactly what question 
is being addressed; hypotheses 
or predictions vague 

Smooth and logical transition 
from background information to 
experimental goals; clear 
hypotheses and predictions; 
matches the experimental 
design described in the 
materials and methods section 

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 2 3 - 4 5 

Materials & Methods: 
Narrative                                                                                                                        

Does not provide enough 
information so that the study 
can be repeated 

All the information is present 
but contains too much detail or 
is missing a description of how 
the numbers were generated or 
analyses conducted 

Provides clear description of the 
information necessary to repeat 
the experiment without going 
into too much detail; correctly 
mentions analyses 

Score  ______out of 2 0  1 2 

Results:  Narrative   Results are incomplete or 
contain too little detail 

Narrative section complete but 
too much detail, reports raw 
data; calls data "insignificant" 
rather than "not significant" 

Narrative section is clear and 
concise; including trends or 
patterns 

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 2 3 - 4 5 

Results: Data 
Interpretation 

Numbers / statistics are 
improperly reported 
(incomplete, inaccurately 
written, contain inappropriate 
data, inaccurate units) and are 
incorrectly interpreted 

Numbers / statistics are 
accurately interpreted but are 
not properly reported 

Numbers / statistics are 
accurately and properly 
reported 

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 2 3 - 4 5 

Discussion:   Context & 
use of literature 

Disorganized; does not re-state 
question or general context of 
study; no integration of other 
work (literature).  

Question / hypothesis / goals 
are restated, and study is again 
placed in larger context; 
literature is cited, but often to 
support minor points. 

Clear restatement of question / 
hypothesis / goals, and larger 
context; excellent use of 
literature to support major ideas 
and future work.  

Score  ______out of 3 1 2 3 

Discussion: Interpretation 
& future goals  

Discussion of results is 
confusing; results are 
misinterpreted; no mention of 
future work; only makes excuses 
for results. 

Discussion of results is logical; 
results are correctly interpreted; 
suggestions of future work are 
minor tweaks to study, does not 
suggest independent ideas of 
research 

Discussion of results is logical; 
results are correctly interpreted; 
suggestions of future work is 
novel, shows handle on 
literature and independent 
ideas 

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 2 3 - 4 5 
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Style: 20 Points Poor Satisfactory Excellent 

Overall organization & 
flow: 

Rambling, incoherent, no 
smooth transitions between 
sections 

Parts of the assignment are well 
organized but there is 
inconsistency 

Flows from general to specific; 
clearly written and easy to 
understand; logically organized 
and easy to follow 

Score  ______out of 10 0 - 3 4 - 6 7 - 10 

Sentence structure & 
conciseness: 

Frequent run-on sentences, 
fractured sentences or 
needlessly wordy 

Only a few problematic 
sentences or some wordiness 

All sentences are clear and 
sharp, no wordiness  

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 1 2 - 3 4 - 5 

Paragraph structure: Paragraphs lack topic sentences; 
transitions from one paragraph 
to the next are missing 

Most paragraphs are coherent 
and have smooth transitions to 
adjacent paragraphs 

Each paragraph has a clear 
purpose and transitions 
between paragraphs are 
transparent  

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 1 2 - 3 4 - 5 

Word choice, grammar & 
spelling: 

Frequent use of pronouns with 
unclear antecedents; use of 
inappropriate words; 
unprofessional tone (colloquial / 
contractions); rife with errors 
(essay not proofed); does not 
follow rules for scientific names, 
etc., grammar issues 

Relatively few of the errors 
described under the 'poor' 
column, some obvious but 
minor problems with word 
choices, sole reliance on spell 
check; some issues with 
grammar 

Good use of professional 
language, while avoiding using 
overly technical terms (jargon); 
paper sounds like it was written 
in your own words, correct use 
of grammar and words 

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 1 2 - 3 4 - 5 

Voice & Tense: Frequent shift in tense and/or 
voice throughout the section or 
paper 

Many sentences are in the same 
voice and tense, but writer is 
having difficulty structuring 
some sentences 

All sentences are in active voice 
and tense 

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 1 2 - 3 4 - 5 

Literature cited: Does not cite at least 5 
publications; uses web sources; 
does not actually cite all the 
papers in the lit cited; cites 
papers in text, but does not 
include these in lit cited section 

Properly cites at least 5 
publications; literature cited 
section is inconsistent or it is 
difficult to determine the titles 
or authors of publications; does 
not include date in text citations 

Properly cites at least 5 
publications; literature cited 
section easy to read, internally 
consistent 

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 1 2 - 3 4 - 5 

Figures & Tables: Does not follow formatting 
directions; uses incorrect figure 
type; reader must refer to 
narrative to understand figure 

Some key mistakes such as poor 
legend (caption); axes not well 
labeled; does not report 
summary statistics or trend 

Figure can stand alone; almost 
perfect; reports summary data 

Score  ______out of 5 0 - 1 2 - 3 4 - 5 

 


